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Abstract
This workreports cmprogress madein the first 3 years of
ATR’s "CAM-Brain" Project, which aims to use
"evolutionaryengineering"techniquesto build/grow/evolve
a
RAM-and-cellular-automata
basedartificial brain consisting
of thous~mdsof interconnected neural network modules
inside special hardwaresuch as MIT’sCellular Automata
Machine"CAM-8",or NTF’sContent Addressable Memory
System"CAM-CAM".
Thestates of a billion (later a trillion)
3Dcellular automatacells, and millionsof cellular automata
rules which govern their state changes, can be stored
relatively cheaplyin giga(tera)bytes of RAM.
After 3 years
work. the CArules are almost ready. MIT’s "CAM-8"
(essentially a serial device)canupdate200millionCAcells
a second. It is likely that NTT’s"CAM-CAM"
(Cellular
Automataon ContentAddressableMemory)
is essentially
massively parallel device, and will be able to update a
hundredbillion CAcells a second.Henceall the ingredients
will soonbe ready to create a revolutionarynewtechnology
which will allow thousands of evolved neural network
modulesto be assembledinto artificial brains. This in turn
will probably create not only a newresearch field, but
hopefully a wholenewindustry, namely"brain building’.
Buildingartificial brainswitha billion neuronsis the aimof
ATR’s8 year "CAM-Brain"
research project, endingin 2001.

1.

Introduction

ATR’sCAM-Brain
project resulted from the experience of
the author’s thesis work, in which he evolved neural net
modules(using concatenated bit-string weights) to control
the behavior of a simulated quadruped called "LIZZY",
which could walk straight, turn left, turn right, peck at
food and mate (de Gaffs 1994). Each of these behaviors
was controlled by the time varying outputs of a single
evolved neural networkmodule, and applied to the angles
of the leg componentsof LIZZY.(As far as he is aware,
the author was the first person to evolve neural net
dynamics(de Gads 1991), (in the form of walking sticklegs "Walker")). Switching between behaviors involved
taking the outputs from one neural net module and
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feeding them into the inputs of the next module. The next
step was to evolve neural net detectors, e.g. for frequency,
signal strength, signal strength difference, etc. Finally,
neural net "production rule" moduleswere evolved which
could map conditional inputs from detectors to output
behaviors. Thusan "intelligent" artificial creature was
built, which could detect prey, mates and predators, and
then approachand eat or mate. or turn awayand flee.
Virtually every neural net that the author tried
to evolve, evolved successfully. The evolution of these
fully connected neural network modules proved to be a
very powerful technique. This success made a deep
impression on the author, reinforcing his dreamof being
able to build much more complex artificial
nervous
systems, even artificial brains. However,every time the
author addeda neural net moduleto the Lizzy simulation,
its speed on the screen was slowed (on a Mac II
computer). Gradually, the necessity dawnedon the author
that somekind of evolvable hardware solution (de Garis
1993) would he needed to evolve large numbersof neural
net modulesand at great speed (i.e. electronic speed)
special machinesthe author calls "DarwinMachines"[de
Garis 1993]. Evolving artificial
brains directly in
hardwareremains the ultimate future goal of the author,
but in the meantime(since the field of evolvable hardware
(EHW,E-Hard) is today only in its infancy), the author
compromisesby using cellular automata to grow/evolve
neural nets in large numbersin RAM,which is cheap and
plentiful. (It is nowpossible to havea gigabyte (a billion
byes) of RAM
in one’s work-station). By using cellular
automata based neural nets which grow and evolve in
gigabytes of RAM,it should be possible to evolve large
numbers (tens of thousands) of neural net modules, and
then assemble
them (or even evolve their
interconnections) to build an artificial
brain. The
bottleneck is the speed of the processor whichupdates the
CAcells. State of the art in such processors is MIT’s
"CAM-8"machine, which can update 200,000,000 CA
cells a second.
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Recendy,it has been suggested by the author’s
ATRcolleague Hemmi,that NTTsContent Addressable
MemorySystem "CAM-CAM"
(which should be ready
by the end of 1997)mightbe able to updateCAcells at
rate thousandsof times faster than the MAT
machine,i.e.
at a hundredbillion CAcells per second. N’Tr’smachine
is massively parallel Hemmiand his programmer
assistant Yoshikawaare now(December1995) busily
engagedin writing software to convert the author’s CA
rules (in 2Dform) into Booleanexpressionssuitable for
the NTTmachine. If they succeed in applying this
machineto CAM-Brain,
then a newera of brain building
can begin, becausethe ability to evolve thousands of
neural net moduleswould becomerealistic and very
practical (for example, to evolve a neural net module
inside a cubicspaceof a millionCAcells, i.e. 100cells on
a side, at a hundredbillion cells a second,wouldtake at
mostabout 500clockcycles, i.e. aboutfive milliseconds.
Sothe~olutlon
ofa Oopulation
of]O0chromosomes
over
100generations
could
allbedoneinabout
oneminute.)
Alltheessential
ingredients
forbrain
building
would
be
available
(lotsof RAM,theCA rules,
andfastCA
processors). Evenif Hemmi
does not succeed, then a new
machinecan be designedto be thousandsof times faster
than the CAM-8
machine. The author believes the CAMBrain breakthroughis either less than a year away,or at
mostonly a fewyears away(the time necessaryto design
~d build a "Super-CAM"machine, probably with the
help of NTI).
The above gives an overviewof the CAM-Brain
research project. Whatnowfollows is a moredetailed
description of CAM-Brain,showinghowone growsand
evolves CAbased neural net modulesin 2Dand 3D. We
begin with the ~sential idea. Imagine a 2D CAtrail
whichis 3 cells wide (e.g. Fig. 2). Downthe middle
the wail, send growthsignals. Whena growthsignal hits
the endof the u’ail, it makesthe trail extend,or turn left,
or right, or split etc., dependinguponthe nature of the
signal (e.g. see Figs. 3-6). ]t was the author whohand
codedthe CArules whichmakethese extensions, turns,
splits etc. happen. The CArules themselves are not
evolved. It is the sequence of these signals (fed
continuously
over time into an initialized short Wail)that
is evolved. This sequence of growth signals is the
"chromosome"
of a genetic algorithm, and it is this
sequencethat mapsto a cellular automatanetwork.When
wails collide, they can form"synapses"(e.g. see Fig. 7).
Oncethe CAnetwork has been formed in the initial
"growth phase’, it is later used in a second "neural
signaling phase’. Neural signals movealong CA-based
axons and dendrites, and across synapses etc. The CA
networkis madeto behavelike a conventionalartificial
neural network(see Fig. 11). Theoutputs of someof the
neuronsof the complexrecurrent networkswhichresult
can be used to control complex time dependent
behaviorswhosefitnesses can be measured.Thesefimess
values can be used to drive the evolution. By

growing/evolvingthousandsof neural net modulesanti
their interconueedons
in an incrementalevolutionaryway.
it will bc possibleto build artificial brains. According
t~:
the CAM
developers at MIT,it is likely that the next
generation of CAMswill achieve an increase in
performanceof the order of thousands, within 5 years.
However,
to be able to evolvea billion neuronartificial
brain by 2001(ATR’sgoal), it is likely that a "nanoCAM"
machine(i.e. one whichuses neno-scaleelectronic
speedsand densities) will needto be developed.To this
end, weare collaboratingwith an NTrresearcherwhoh,l~
developeda nanoscaleelectronics device, whowants to
combinehuge numbersof them to behave as nano-scalc
cellular automatamachines.
In the summerof 1994, a two dimensionalCAMBrain simulation was completedwhichrequired 11,000
handcrafted CAstate transition rules. It wassuccessfully
applied to the evolution of maximizingthe numberof
synapses,outputting an arbitrary constant neural signal
value, outputtinga sine waveof a desiredarbitrary period
and amplitudeand to the evolu~onof a simple artificial
retina whichcouldoutput the vector velocity of a "white.
line" which"moved"
across an array of’detect(~ neurons.
Workon the 3Dsimulation should be completedby early
1996,and is expectedto take about 150,000handcrafted
CA rules. The Brain Builder Group of ATRtook
possession of one of MITsCAM8
machinesin the fall of
1994.At the time of writing (December
1995)the porting
of the 2Drules from a Spare20workstation to the CAM8
is nearingcompletion.If the portingof the rules of the 3D
simulation to this-machine is not possible, then a
"SuperCAM"
machinewill be designed specifically for
CAM-Brain,
with the collaboration of the Evolutionary
Technologies (ET) group of NTT,with whomour Brain
Buildergroupof ATR’sEvolutionarySystems(F..S) group,
collaborates closely. The complexityof CAM-Brain
will
makeit largely undesignable,so a (directed) evolutionary
approachcalled "evolutionaryengineering"is being used.
Neuralnetworksbased on cellular automata(Codd1968),
can be grownand evolvedat electronic spcedsinsidestate
of the art cellular automatamachines,e.g. MITs"CAM8"
machine,whichcan update 200 million cells per second
(Toffoli & Margolus 1990). Since RAMis cheap,
gigabytes of RAM
can be used to store the states of the
CAceils used to grow the neural networks. CAbased
neural net modulesare evolvedin a two phase process.
Threecell wideCAwails are grownby sendinga sequence
of growthsignals (extend,turn left, turn right, fork left,
fork right, T fork) downthe middleof the wail. Whenan
instructionhits the endof the wailit executesits function.
This sequence of growth instructions is treated as a
chromosome
in a Genetic Algorithm(Goldberg1989) and
is evolved. Once gigabytes of RAMand electronic
evolutionaryspeedscan be used, genuinebrain building,
involvingmillionsandlater billions of artificial neurons,
becomesrealistic, and should becomeconcrete within a
year or two. TheCAM-Brain
Project should revolutionize
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thefields
ofneural
networks
andartificial
life,
andintime
helpcreate
a newspecialty
called
"Brain
Building’.
with
itsownconferences
andjournals.
This workconsists of the following sections.
Section 2 describes briefly the idea of "Evolutionary
Engineering", of which the CAM-BrainProject is an
example.Section 3 describes howneural networkscan he
based on cellular automata(Codd1968), and evolved
electronic speeds. Section4 presents someof the details
of CAM-Brain’simplementation. Section 5 shows how
using cellular automatamachineswill enable millions of
artificial neuralcircuits to be evolvedto forman artificial
brain. Section 6 discusses changes needed for the 3D
version of CAM-Brain.
Section 7 deals with recent work.
Section 8 deals with future work and section 9
summarizes.

2.

EvolutionaryEngineering

Evolutionary Engineeringis defined to be "the art of
using evolutionaryalgorithms(suchas genetic algorithms
(Goldberg1989)) to build complexsystems." This work
reports on the idea of evolving cellular automatabased
neural networks at electronic speeds inside cellular
automata machines. This idea is a clear example of
evolutionary engineering.Evolutionaryengineeringwill
be increasingly neededin the future as the numberof
componentsin systems grows to gargantuan levels.
Today’snano-electronics for example, is researching
single electron transistors (SETs) and quantumdots.
Pmhablywithin a decade or so, humanitywill have full
blown nanotechnology(molecular scale engineering),
whichwill produce systems with a trillion trillion
components
[Drexler 1992]. Thepotential complexitiesof
such systemswill be so huge, that designing themwill
becomeincreasingly impossible. However,what is too
complex to be humanly designable, might still be
buildable, as this workwill show.Byusing evolutionary
techniques(i.e. evolutionary
engineering),it is often still
possible to build a complexsystem, even though one
does not understandhowit functions. This arises from
the notion of the "complexity independence" of
evolutionary
algorithms,i.e. so longas the (scalar) illness
values whichdrive the evolution keep increasing, the
internal complexityof the evolvingsystemis irrelevant.
This meansthat it is possible to successfully evolve
systems which function as desired, but whichare to
complexto be designable. Theauthor believes that this
simple idea (i.e. the complexity independence of
evolutionary algorithms) will form the basis of most
21st century technologies (dominatedby nanotechnology
(Drexler 1992)). Thus, evolutionary engineering
"extendthe barrier of the buildable", but maynot be good
science, becauseits products tend to be black boxes.
However,confronted with the complexity of trillion
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trillion component
systems, evolutionaryengineeringmay
be the only viable methodto build them.
o

Cellular AutomataBasedNeural
Networks

Building
an artificial braincontainingbillions of artificial
neuronsis probably too complexa task to be humanly
dasignable.Theauthorfelt that brain buildingwouldbe a
suitable task for the application of evolutionary
engineeringtechniques.Thekeyideas are the following.
Useevolutionarytechniquesto evolve neural circuits in
someelectronic medium,so as to take advantage of
electronic speeds. Themedium
chosenby the author was
that of cellular automata(CA)(Codd1968),using special
machines,called "Cellular AutomataMachines(CAMs)’,
which can update hundreds of millions of CAcells a
second(Toffoli &Margolus1990).
CAMs
can be used to evolve the CAbased neural
networksat electronic speeds. Thestates of the cellular
automatacells can be stored in RAM,
whichis cheap, so
one can have gigabytes of RAM
to store the states of
billions of CAcells. This spaceis large enoughto contain
an artificial brain. MIT’sInformationMechanicsGroup
(Toffoli andMargolus)believethat withina fewyears
will be technicallypossibleto updatea trillion CAcells
in about 0.I nanosecondsCo221, Toffoli & Margolus
1990). Thus,if CAstate transition rules can be foundto
makeCAbehavelike neural networks, and if such CA
based networksprove to be readily evolvable, then a
potentially revolutionary new technology becomes
possible. The CAM-Brain
Project is based on the above
ideas andfully intendsto build artificial brainsbeforethe
completionof the project in 2001.Thepotential is felt to
be so great that it is likely that a newspecialty will be
formed,called "BrainBuilding’.
/:or the first 18 months of the CAM-Brain
Project, the authorsimulateda twodimensionalversionof
CAM-Brain
on a Spare 10 workstation. This work was
completedin the summerof 1994. The 2Dversion was
used briefly (before workon the 3Dversion wasstarted)
to undertakesomeevolutionarytests, whoseresults will
be presentedin the next section. The2Dversion served
only as a feasibility andeducationaldevice. Sincetrails
are obligedto collide in 2D,the 2I) versionwasnot taken
very seriously. Workwas begunrather quickly on the
moreinteresting 3Dversion almostimmediatelyafter the
2Dversion wasready. Properevolutionarytests will be
undertakenoncethe 3Dversion is ready, whichshouldbe
by early 1996. To begin to understand howcellular
automata(Codd1968) can be used as the basis for the
growthand evolutionof neural networks,considerFig. I
whichshowsan exampleof a 21) CAstate transition rule,
and Fig. 2 whichshowsa 2DCAtrail, 3 cells wide. All
cells in a CAsystem update the state of their cells
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synchronously.Thenewstate of a given cell depends
uponits present state andthe states of its nearest
neighbors.Down
the middleof the 3 cell wideCAwail,
move"signal or growthcells" as shownin Fig. 2 As an
exampleof a state transition rule whichmakesa signal
cell moveto the fight onesquare,considerthe right hand
mostsignal cell in Fig. 2, whichhasa state of 5. Thecell
immediately
to its fight hasa state of 1, whichwewantto
become
a 5. Therefore
the 2Dstate ulmsitionrule to turn
the 1 into a 5 is 1.2.2.2.5-->5. Thesesignal or growth
cells meusedto generatethe CAwails, by causingthem
to exte~al,turnleft or right;split left or right,andTspliL
When
trails collide, they can formsynapses.It is the
sequenceof these signal cells whichdeterminesthe
configuration of the CAtrails, thus forming a CA
network.It is these CAtrails whichlater are used as
neural networktrails of axonsanddendrites. Neural
signals are sent downthe middleof theseCAtrails. Thus
thereare twomajorphasesin this process.Firsdy,the CA
trails are grown,using the sequenceof signal cells.
Secondly,the resulting CAtrail networkis used as a
netral network,whosefitness at controllingsomesystem
can be measured
andused to evolve the original growth
sequence.Tomake
this mcceexplicit, it is the sequence
of
growth cells which is evolved. By modifying the
sequence,one alters the CAnetworkconfiguration,and
hencethe fitness of the configurationwhenit functions
as a neural net in the second phase. Froma genetic
algorithm (GA)point of view, the format of the
"chromosome"
is the sequenceof integers whichcode
for the signalingor growthinstructions.Bymutating
and
crossing over these integers, one obtains new CA
networks,andhencenewneuralnetworks.Byperforming
this growth
at electronicspeedsin CAMs.
andin parallel.
with one CAM
per GAchromosome,and attaching a
conventionalprogrammable
microprocessorto each CAM
to measurethe user defined fitness of the CAbased
neuralcircuit, onehasa means
to evolvelargenumbers
of
neural modulesvet’)’ quickly. Using CAMs
to evolve
neuralcircuits, is an example
of a typeof machine
that the
authorlabels a "Darwin
Machine".
i.e. one whichevolves
its ownstructureor architecture.A relatedidea of the
author concerns the concept of "EvolvableHardware
(EHW)"
(de Garis1993) wherethe softwareinstructions
usedto configureprogrammable
logic devices0n_,Ds)are
treated as chromosomesin a Genetic Algorithm
(Goldberg1989)¯ Onethen rewritesthe circuit for each
chromosome.
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4.

Further Details

This section provides further details on the
implementationof the CAbased neural networks. There
are three kinds of CAtrails in CAM-Brain,labeled
dendrites, excitatory axons and inhibitory axons, each
with their ownstales. Whenever
an axoncollides with a
dendrite or vice versa, a "synapse"is formed. Whena
dendrite hits an excitatory/inhibitoryaxonor vice versa,
an excitatory/inhibitorysynapseis formed.Aninhibitory
synapse reverses the sign of the neural signal value
passing throughiL Anexcitatory synapseleaves the sign
unchanged.Neuralsignal values range between-240 and
+240(or their equivalent CAstates, ranging from100to
580). Thevalue of a neural signal remainsunchanged
as
it movesalongan axon,but as soonas it crossesa synapse
into a dendrite, the signal value (i.e. signal strength)
begins to drop off linearly with the distance it has to
Iravel to ks receivingneuron.Hencethe signal strength is
proportional to the distance betweenthe synapseandthe
receiving neuron. Thusthe reduction in signal strength
acts like a weightingof the signal by the time it reaches
the neuron. But, this distance is evolvable, hence
indirectly, the weighting is evolvable. CAM-Brain
is
therefore equivalentto a conventionalartificial neural
network, with its weighted sums of neural signal
strengths. However,in CAM-Brain
there are time delays,
as signals flow through the network.Whentwo or three
dendrite signals collide, they sumtheir signal strengths
(within saturatedupperor lowerhounds).
Whenimplementing the 2D version of CAMBrain, it soon becamenoticeable that there were many
manywaysin whichcollisions betweenCAtrails could
occur. So many, that the author becameincreasingly
discouraged.It lookedas thoughit wouldtake years of
handcndingthe CAstate Iransition rules to get CAMBrain to work. The intention was to have rules which
wouldcover every collision possibility. Eventually a
decision wasmadeto imposeconstraints on the waysin
whichCAIrails couldgrow.Thefirst suchconslraint was
to makethe trails growon a grid 6 cells or squares
(cubes) on a side. This process (called "gridding’)
sharplyreducesthe number
of collision types. It also has
a number
of positiveside effects. Oneis that in the neural
signaling phase, neural signals arrive synchronouslyat
junction points. Oneno longer needsto haveto handcode
rules for phasedelays in neural signaling summation.By
further imposingthatdifferent growthcells advancethe
length of the trails by the samenumberof squares, one
can further reduce the numberof collision types. With
synchrony of growth and synchrony of signaling and
gridding, it is possible to cover all possible types of
collisions. Nevertheless,it still took over 11000rules to
achievethis goal, and this wasonly for the 2Dversion.
The3Dversion is expectedto take about 150,000rules,
but due to the experience gained in workingon the 2D
version, and to the creation of certain software

productivitytools, the 3Dversion shouldbe completedby
early 1996
Consideringthe fact that the 2Dversion takes
11,000rules, it is impossiblein this short weakto discuss
all the manytricks and strategies that are used to gct
CAM-Brainto work. That would require a book
(somethingthe authoris thinkingseriouslyaboutwriting,
if he ever makestime to do it). However,someof the
tricks will be mentionedhere. Oneis the frequent use
of =gatingcells=, i.e. cells whichindicate the direction
that dendrite signals should turn at junctions to head
towardsthe receivinghereon.Togive these gating cells a
directionality, e.g. a "leftuess" or a "rightness’, special
markercells are circulated at the last minute,after the
circuit growthis stabilized. Sincesometrails are longer
than others, a sequenceof delay cells are sent through
the networkafter the growthceils and before the marker
cells. Withoutthedelaycells, it is poss~lethat the marker
cells pass beforesynapsesare formed.
Oncethe 21) simulation wascompleted(before
the CAM8
was delivered) several brief evolutionary
experimentsusing the 2D version were undertaken. The
first, wasto see if it wouldhe possible to evolve the
number
of synapses.Figs. 9, 10, 11 showthe results of an
elite chromosome
evolved to give a large numberof
synapses. Fig. 9 shows early growth. Fig. 10 shows
completedgrowth,andFig. 11 showsthe neural signaling
phase. In this experiment, the numberof synapses
increased steadily. It evolvedsuccessfully. Thenext
experimentwasto use the neural signaling to see if an
output signal (tapped from the output of one of the
neurons)could evolve to give a desired constant value.
This evolvedperfectly. Next,wasto evolvean oscillator
of a given arbitrary frequencyand amplitude,whichdid
evolve, but slowly (it took a full day on a Sparcl0
workstation). Finally, a simpleretina wasevolvedwhich
output the two componentdirectional velocity of a
moving
"line" whichpassed(in various directions) over
~. This also evolvedbut even
grid of 16 nretinal neurons
moreslowly. Theneedfor greater speedis obvious.
Theabove experimentsare only the beginning.
The author has already evolved (not using CAs)the
weightsof recurrent neural networksas controllers of an
artificial nervoussystem for a simulated quadrupedal
artificial creature. Neuralmodulescalled nGenNets"
(de
Gaffs 1990, 1991) were evolved to makethe creature
walkstraight, turn left or right, peckat food, andmate.
Gerd~etswerealso evolvedto detect signal frequencies,to
generatesignal frequencies,to detect signal strengths,and
signal strength differences. Byusing the output of the
detector GenNets, it was possible to switch motion
behaviors. Eachbehaviorhad its ownseparately evolved
GenNet.Byswitchingbetweena library of GenNets(i.e.
their correspondingevolvedweights)it waspossible to
get the artificial creature to behavein interesting ways.
de Garis 249
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It could detect the presence and location of prey,
predators
andmatesandtakeappropriate
action,
e.g.
orientate,
approach,
andeator mate,or turnawayand
flee.However,
everytimethe authoraddedanother
GenNet,
themotion
of thesimulated
creature
slowedon
thescreen.
Theauthor’s
dreamof beingableto givea
robotkittensomethousand
different
behaviors
using
GenNets,could not be realizedon a standard
monoprocessor
workstation.
Something
moreradical
wouldbe needed.
Hencethemotivation
behind
theCAMBrainProject.

e

A Billion Neurons in a Trillion Cell
CAMby 2001

Fig.8a showssome estimated evolution times for 10
chromosomes over 100 generations for a Spare 10
workstation, a CAM8,and a CAM2001
(i.e. a CAMusing
the anticipated electronics of the year 2001) for a given
application.
In the 2D version of CAM-Brain,
implemented on a Sun Sparc 10 workstation, it takes
approximately 3.4 minutes to grow a stable cellular
automatanetworkconsisting of only four neurons. It takes
an additional 3.2 minutes to perform the signaling on the
grown network, i.e. a total growth-signaling time to
measurethe fitness of a chromosome
of 6.6 minutes. This
time scales linearly with the numberof artificial neurons
in the network. If one uses a population of 10
chromosomes,for 100 generations, the total evolution
time (on a Spare 10) is 100"10"6.6 minutes, i.e., I
hours, or 4.6 days. This is obviously tediously slow, hence
the need to use a CAM. MIT’s CAM8(Toffoli
Margolus 1990) can update 25 million cellular automata
cells per second, per hardware module. A CAM8"box"
(of personal computersize) contains eight such modules,
and costs about $40,000. Such boxes can be connected
blockwiseindefinitely, with a linear increase in processing
capacity. Assumingaa eight modulebox, howquickly can
the above evolution (i.e. 100 generations, with
population size of 10) be performed?With eight modules,
200 million cell updates per second is possible. If one
assumes that the 2D CAspace in which the evolution
takes place is a square of 100 cells on a side, i.e., 10,000
cells, then all of these cells can be (sequentially) updated
by the CAM8box in 50 microseconds. Assuming 1000
CAclock cycles for the growth and signaling, it will take
50 milliseconds to grow and measure the fitness of one
chromosome. With a population
of 10, and 100
generations, total CAM8
evolution time for a four neuron
networkwill be 50 seconds, i.e. about one minute, which
is roughly 8000 times faster. Using the same CAM8
box,
and a 3Dspace of a million cells, i.e. a cube of I00 cells
on a side, one could place roughly 40 neurons. The
evolution time will be 100 times as long with a single
CAM8box. With 10 boxes, each with a separate
microprocessor attached, to measure the fitness of the
evolved network, the evolution time wouldbe about eight
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minutes. Thus for 1000 neurons, the evolution wouldtake
about 3.5 hours, quite an acceptable figure. For a million
neurons, the evolution time wouldbe nearly five months.
This is still a workablefigure. Note, of course, that these
estimates are lower bounds. They do not include the
necessary humanthinking time, and the time needed for
sequential, incremental evolution, etc. However,since the
CAM-Brain
research project will continue until the year
2001, we can anticipate an improvementin the speed and
density of electronics over that period. Assuming a
continuation of the historical doubling of electronic
componentdensity and speed every two years, then over
the next eight years, .there will be a 16-fold increase in
speed and density. Thus the "CAM-2001"box will be
able to update at a rate of 200"16"16million cells per
second. To evolve the million neurons above will take
roughly 13.6 hours. Thusto evolve a billion neurons, will
take about 19 months, again a workablefigure. But, if a
million neurons can be successfully evolved, it is likely
that considerable interest will be focused upon the CAMBrain approach, so that more and better machineswill be
devoted to the task, thus reducing the above 19-month
figure. For example, with 100 machines, the figure would
be about two months. The above estimates
are
summarized in Figure 8a. These estimates raise some
tantalizing questions. For example, if it is possible to
evolve the connectionsbetweena billion artificial neurons
in a CAM200U
then what would one want to do with such
an artificial nervous system (or artificial brain)? Even
evolving a thousandneurons raises the samequestion.
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One of the aims of the CAM-Brain research
project is to build an artificial brain which can control
I000 behaviorsof a "robot kitten" (i.e. a robot of size and
capacities comparable to a kitten) or to control
household "cleaner robot". Presumably it will not be
practical to evolve all these behaviorsat once. Mostlikely
they will have to be evolved incrementally, i.e., starting
off with a verybasic behavioralrepe.rt, oire and then adding
(stepwise) new behaviors. In brain circuitry terms, this
means that the new neural modules will have to connect
up to already established neural circuits. In practice, one
can imagine placing neural bodies (somas) external to the
established nervous system and then evolving new axonal
and dendral connectionsto it.

The CAM-BrainProject hopes to create a new
tool to enable serious investigation of the new field of
"incremental evolution." This field is still rather virgin
territory at the time of writing. This incrementalevolution
could benefit from using embryological ideas. For
example, single seeder cells can be positioned in the 3D
CAspace under evolutionary control. Using handcrafted
CA"developmental or embryological" rules, these seeder
cells can grow into neurons ready to emit dendrites and
axons (de Garis 1992). The CAM-Brain Project,
successful, should also have a major impact on both the
field of neural networksand the electronics industry. The
traditional preoccupation of most research papers on
neural networks is on analysis, but the complexities of
CAM-Brainneural circuits,
will make such analysis
impractical. However,using Evolutionary Engineering,
one can at least build/evolve functional systems. The
electronics industry will be given a new paradigm, i.e.
evolving/growingcircuits, rather than designing them. The
long term impact of this idea should be significant, both
conceptually and financially.

6.

The 3D Version

The 3D version is a conceptually (but not practically)
simple extension of the 2D version. Instead of 4
neighbors, there Are6 (i.e. North, East, West, South, Top,
Bottom). Instead of 6 growth instructions as in the 2D
version (i.e. extend, turn left, turn right, split extendleft,
split extend right, split left right), there are 15 in the 3D
version. A 3D CAtrail cross section consists of a center
cell and 4 neighbor cells, each of different state or color
(e.g. red, green, blue, brown). Instead of a turn left
instruction being used as in the 2D case, a "turn green"
instruction is used in the 3D case. The 15 3D growth
instructions are (extend, turn red, turn green, turn blue,
turn brown, split extend red, split extend green, split
extend blue, split extend brown,split red brown,split red
blue, split red green, split brownblue, split browngreen,
split blue green). A 3DCArule thus consists of 8 integers
of the form CTSENWB->Cnew.
The 3D version enables
dendrites and axons to grow past each other, and hence

reach greater distances. The weaknesswith the 2Dversion
is that collisions in a plane are inevitable, whichcauses a
crowding effect, whereby an axon or dendrite cannot
escape from its local environment. This is not the case
with the 3D version, which is topologically quite
different. A 3D version is essential if one wants to build
artificial brains with manyinterconnected neural modules.
The interconnectivity requires long axons/dendrites. Fig.
12 showsan early result in 3D simulation. A space of 3D
CAcells (48*48*48 cubes) was used. A single short
CAtrail was allowed to grow to saturate the space. One
can already sense the potential complexity of the neural
circuits that CAM-Brain
will be able to build. In 3D, it is
likely that each neuron will have hundreds, maybe
thousands of synapses, thus making the circuits highly
evolvable due to their smoothfitness landscapes (i.e. if
you cut one synapse, the effect is minimalwhenthere are
hundreds of them per neuron).

7.

Recent Work

Just prior to writing this work,the author wasable to test
the idea that in 3D a single neuron could have an
arbitrarily large numberof synapses, providedthat there is
enoughspace for themto growin. This was a crucial test,
whoseresults are shownin Fig. 8b. Fitness was defined as
the number of synapses formed for two neurons in CA
spaces of 48*48*24, 96*48*24, 96*96*24, and 96*96*48
cells respectively. Onecan see that by doubling the space,
one doubles (roughly) the number of synapses (for
elite chromosome).If this had not been the case, for
example, if some kind of fractal effect had caused a
crowdingof the 3Dcircuits (similar to the crowdingeffect
in 2D), then the whole CAM-Brainproject would have
been madedoubtful. However,with this result, it looks as
though evolvability in the 3D signaling phase will be
excellent, although the author needs several monthsmore
work before completing the 3D signaling phase to confirm
his confidence.
At the time of writing (December 1995), the
author is completing the simulation of the 3D version,
working on the many thousands of rules necessary to
specify the creation of synapses. So far, more than
140,000 3D rules have been implemented,and it is quite
probable that the figure may go higher than 150,000.
Since each rule is rotated 24 ways(6 waysto place a cube
on a surface, then 4 waysto rotate that cube) to cater to all
possible orientations of a 3D trail, the actual numberof
rules placed in the (hashed) rule base will be over
million. Specifying these rules takes time, and constitutes
so far, the bulk of the effort spent building the CAM-Brain
system. Software has been written to help automate this
rule generation process, but it remains a very time
consuming business. Hence the immediate future work
will be to complete the simulation of the 3D version.
Probably, this will be done by early 1996.
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Early in 1995, the author put his fLrSt application
on the CAM8machine (which rests on his desk). MITs
CAM8
is basically a hardware version of a look up table,
where the output is a 16 bit word which becomes an
address in the look up table at the next clock cycle. This
one clock cycle lookup loop is the reason for CAMS’s
speed. It is possible to give each CAcell in the CAM8
more than 16 bits, but tricks are necessary. The first
CAM8
experiment the author undertook involved only 16
bits per CAcell. This workis too short to go into details
as to howthe CAM8
functions, so only a broad overview
will be given here. The 16 bits can be divided into slices,
one slice per neighbor cell. These slices can then be
"shifted" (by addinga displacementpointer) by arbitrarily
large amounts(thus CAM8
CAcells are not restricted to
having local neighbors). With only 16 bits, and
neighbors in the 2D case (Top, Right, Bottom, Left) and
the Centercell, that’s only3 bits per cell (i.e. 8 states, i.e.
8 colors on the display screen). It is not possible to
implement CAM-Brainwith only 3 bits per CAcell. It
was the intention of the author to use the CAM8
to show
its potential to evolve neural circuits with a huge number
of artificial neurons. The author chose an initial state in
the form of a square CAtrail with 4 extended edges. As
the signals loop around the square, they duplicate at the
comers. Thus the infinite looping of 3 kinds of growth
signals supply an infinite numberof growth signals to a
growing CAnetwork. There are 3 growth signals (extend,
extend and split left, extendand split fight). Thestructure
needs exactly 8 states. The 8 state networkgrowsinto the
32 megacells of 16 bits each, which are available in the
CAM8.At one pixei per cell, this 2D space takes over 4
square meters of paper poster (hanging on the author’s
wall). A single artificial neuroncan be put into the space
of one’s little finger nail, thus allowing25,000 neuronsto
fit into the space. If 16 Mbit memorychips are used
instead of 4 Mbit chips, then the area and the numberof
neurons quadruples to I00,000.
Placing the poster on the author’s wall suddenly
gave visitors a sense of what is to come. They could see
that soon a methodologywill be ready which will allow
the growthand evolution of artificial brains, because soon
it will be possible to evolve manythousands of neural
modulesand their inter-connections. The visitors sense the
excitement of CAM-Brain’spotential.
Filling a space of 32 Mcells, with artificial
neurons can be undertaken in at least two ways. Oneis to
use a very large initialization table with position vectors
and states. Another, is to allow the neurons to "grow"
within the space. The author chose to use this "neuroembryonic"approach. A single "seeder" CAcell is placed
in the space. This seeder cell launches a cell to its right
and beneath it. These two launched cells then movein
their respective directions, cycling through a few dozen
states Whenthe cycle is complete, they deposit a cell
whichgrowsinto the original artificial neuron shape that
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the author uses in the 2D version of CAM-Brain.
Meanwhile other ceils are launched to continue the
growth. Thus the 32Mcell space can be filled with
artificial
neurons ready to accept growth cell
"chromosomes"to grow the neural circuitry. This neuroembryogenetic program (called "CAM-Bryo") was
implementedon a workstation by the author, and ported to
the CAM8
by his research colleague Felix Gers. In order
to achieve the porting, use was madeof "subcells" in the
CAM8,a trick which allows more than 16 bits per CA
cell, but for N subcells of 16 bits, the total CAM8
memory
space available for CAstates is reduced by a factor of N.
Gers used two subcells for CAM-Bryo,hence 16Mcells
of 32 bits each. A second poster of roughly two square
meters was made, whichcontained about 25,000 artificial
neurons (see Fig. 13). Again, with 16Mbitmemorychips,
this figure wouldbe 100,000. Gers expects to be able to
port the 2D version of CAM-Brainto the CAM8
with a
few weeks work, in which case, a third poster will be
made which will depict about 15,000 neurons (with
lower density, to provide enough space for the neural
circuitry to grow)and a massof complexneural circuits.
Oncethis is accomplished, we expect that the world will
sit up and take notice - moreon this in the next section.
The author’s boss at ATR’sEvolutionary Systems
department, has recently set up a similar group at his
company NTT, called Evolutionary Technologies (ET)
department. The idea is that once the ATRBrain Builder
group’s research principles are fairly solid, the author and
the author’s boss (whosecareers are nowclosely linked)
will be able to tap into the great research and
development resources of one of the world’s biggest
companies, when the time comes to build large scale
artificial
brains. NTThas literally
thousands of
researchers.
The author would like to see Japan invest in a
major national research project within the next 10 years to
build "Japan’s Artificial Brain", the so-called "J-Brain
Project". This is the goal of the author, and then to see
such a project develop into a major industry within 20
years. Every householdwouldlike to have a cleaner robot
controlled by an artificial brain. The potential marketis
huge.

8.

Future

Work

A lot of workremains to be done. The author has a list of
"to dos" attached to his computerscreen. The first item on
the list is of course, to finish the rules for the 3Dversion
of CAM-Brain.This should be done by early 1996, and
will probably need over 150,000 CArules. Second, the
experience gained in porting the 700 rules for "CAMBryo" from a workstation to the CAM8
will shortly enable
Gers to complete the muchtougher task of porting the 2D
version of CAM-Brainto the CAM8.In theory, since
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there are 11,000 CArules for the 2D version, and that
each rule has 4 symmetry rotations, that makes about
45,000 rules in total to be ported. This fits into the 64K
words addressable by 16 bits. The 3D version however,
with its (es~,nated) 150,000 rules, and its 24 symmetry
rotations, will require over 3 million rules in total. The3D’
version may require a "Super CAM"to be designed and
built (by NTT’s"Evolutionary Teohnologies" Dept., with
whomthe author collaborates closely), which can handle
much larger number of bits than 16. The group at MIT
who built CAM8
is thinking of building a CAM9
with 32
bits. This would be very interesting to the author.
WhetherNTTor MITget there first, such a machinemay
be needed to put the 3D version into a CAM.However,
with a state-of-the-art
workstation (e.g. a DECAlph~
which the user has on his desk) and a lot of memory(e.g.
256 MbyteRAM),it will still be possible to perform some
interesting evolutionary experiments in 3D CAM-Brain,
but not with ’.,he speed of a CAM.
Anotherpossibility for porting the 3Dversion to
the CAM8,
is to re implementit using CArules which are
more similar to those used in yon Neumann’suniversal
constructor/calculator,
rather than Codd’s. Von
Neummann’s2D trails are only 1 cell wide, whereas
Codd’s 2D version are 3 cells wide, with the central
messagetrail being surrounded by two sheath cells. The
trick to using yon Neumann’sapproach is incorporating
the direction of motionof the cell as part of the state. The
author’s colleague Jacqueline Signorinni advises that
CAM-Brain
could be implementedat a higher density (i.e.
more filled CAcells in the CAspace) and without the use
of a lookuptable. The control of the new states wouldbe
implemented far more simply she feels, by simple IFTHEN-ELSEtype programming. "yon Neumann-izing"
the 3D version of CAM-Brain
might be a good task for the
author’s next grad student.
Withthe benefit of hindsight, if the 3Dversion is
reimplemeted(and it is quite likely that myboss will have
other membersof our group do just that), then the author
would advise the following. If possible (if you are
implementinga Coddversion) give the four sheath cells
in a 3D CAtrail cross section the samestate. This would
obviously simplify the combinatorial explosion of the
numberof collision cases during synapse formation. But,
howthen would the 3D growth insmlctions be interpreted
whenthey hit the end of a trail, and howwouldyou define
the symmetryrotations? If possible, it would also be
advisable to use the minimum
numberof gating cell states
at growth junctions for all growth instructions. Whether
this is possible or not, remains to be seen. However,if
these simplifications can be implemented(and of course
the author thought of them originally, but was unable to
find solutions easily), then it is possible that the numberof
3D CArules might be small enough to be portable to the
CAMS,which would allow 3D neural circuits to be

evolved at 200 million CAcells per second(actually less
because of the subeell phenomenon).
Once the 3D rules are ready, two immediate
things need to be done. One is to ask ATR’sgraphics
people to display these 3Dneural circuits in an interesting,
colorful way, perhaps with VR(virtual reality) 3Dgoggles
with interactivity and zoom,so that viewers can explore
regions of the dynamiccircuits in all their 500 colors
(states). This could be both fun and impressive. The
second thing is of course to perform someexperiments on
the 3Dversion. As mentionedearlier, this will have to be
done on a workstation, until a SuperCAMis built.
Anotherpossibility, as mentionedearlier is to redesign
the 3D CArules, to simplify them and reduce their
numberso that they can fit within the 64K16 bit confines
of the CAM8machine.
As soon as the 2Drules have been fully ported to
the CAMS,experiments can begin at speed. Admittedly
the 2D version is topologically different from the 3D
version (in the sense that collisions in 2Dare easier than
in 3D), it will be interesting to try to build up a rather
large neural system with a large number of evolved
modules(e.g. of the order of a hundred, to start with).
this stage, a host of newquestions arise. Lookat Fig. 14,
which is van Essen’s famous diagram of the modular
architecture of the monkey’svisual and motor cortex,
showinghowthe various geographical regions of the brain
(which correspond to the rectangles in the figure, and to
distinct signal processing functions) connect with each
other. Physiological techniques now exist which enable
neuro-anatomists to knowwhich distinct cortical regions
connect to others. Thusthe geography(or statics) of the
biological brain is increasingly known. What remains
mysterious of course, is the dynamics.Howdoes the brain
function.
Van Essen’s diagram is inspirational
to the
author. The author would like to produce something
similar with CAM-Brain,i.e. by evolving neural modules
(corresponding to the rectangles, or parts of the
rectangles) and their interconnections. This raises other
questions about sequencing and control. For example,
does one evolve one module and freeze its circuits and
then evolve another module,freeze its circuits and finally
evolve the connections betweenthem, or does one evolve
the two modulestogether, or what?Will it be necessary to
place walls around each module, except for hand crafted
I/O trails? The author has no clear answers or experience
yet in these matters. The author’s philosophy is "first
build the tool, and then play with it. The answers will
comewith using the tool".
Anotherpossibility for future work is to try to
simplify the wholeprocess of rule making. Perhaps higher
level rules can be made which are far fewer in number
and allow the author’s low level rules to be generated from
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them. If such a thing can be done, it wouldbe nice, but
the author believes there are still so manyspecial cases
in the specification of 3DCAM-Brain,that the numberof
highlevel rules maystill be substantial. If these high level
rules can be found, it might be possible to use them and
put them on the CAM8, so that 3D evolutionary
experiments can be undertaken at CAM8speeds.
Another idea is to use FPGAs(field programmablegate
arrays) which code these high level rules and then to use
them to grow 3D neural circuits. Each 3D CAcell could
contain pointers to its 3Dneighbors. In this way, it would
be possible to map3D neural circuits onto 2D FI’GAs.
This is longer term work. FPGAsare not cheap if many
are needed. The author’s RAMbased solution has the
advantage of being cheap, allowing a billion (one byte)
CAcell states to be stored reasonably cheaply.
A recent suggestion coming from NTTconcerns
the use of an existing "content addressable memory"
machine, which may be able to update CA cells
effectively. There is a "CAMemory"
research group at
HTTthat ATRis now collaborating with. If a small
enough number of CAMemoryBoolean function rules
corresponding to CAM-Brain
can be found (a big if), it
possible that a NITs CAMemory
could be thousands of
times faster than the CAM8.
Obviously, such a possibility
is worth investigating, and if successful, could be
extremely exciting, since it would mean hundreds of
billions of CAcell updates a second.
Theauthor feels that the nature of his research in
1996 will change from one of doing mostly software
simulation (i.e. generating masses of CArules),
learning about the biological brain (i.e. reading about
brain science to get ideas to put into CAM-Brain),
hardwaredesign, and evolvable hardware. These activities
will proceed in parallel.
Of course, evolutionary
experiments, on CAM8
for the 2D version of CAM-Brain,
and on a 256 Mbyte RAM(DEC Alpha) workstation for
the 3Dversion, will also be undertakenin parallel.
Further downthe road, will be the attempt to
design a "nanoCAM" or "CAM2001" based on
nanoelectronics. The Brain Builder Group at ATRis
collaborating with an NTFresearcher whowants to build
nano-scale cellular
automata machines. With the
experience of designing and building a "SuperCAM",a
nanoscale CAMshould be buildable with several orders
of magnitude greater performance. Further research aims
are to use CAs to make Hebbian synapses capable of
learning. Onecan also imaginethe generation of artificial
"embryos" inside a CA machine, by having CA rules
which allow an embryological"unfolding" of cell groups,
withdifferentiation, transportation, death, etc. resulting in
a form of neuro-morphogenesis similar to the way in
which biological brains are built. The author’s "CAMBryo" programis an early exampleof this kind of neuromorphogeneticresearch.
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9.

Summary

The CAM-Brain
Project at ATR,Kyoto, Japan, intends to
build/grow/evolve a cellular automata based artificial
brain of a billion artificial neurons at (nano-)electronic
speeds inside Cellular AutomataMachines(CAMs)by the
year 2001. Quoting from a paper by Margolusand Toffoli
of MIT’s Information Mechanics group, "We estimate
that, with integrated circuit technology, a machine
consisting of a trillion cells and havingan update cycle of
100 pico-second for the entire space will be
technologically feasible within 10 years" (i.e. by 2000)
(Margolus and Toffoli 1990). In a trillion 3D CAcells
(cubes), one can place billions of artificial neurons. Such
an artificial nervous system will be too complexto be
humanlydesignable, but it maybe possible to evolve it,
and incrementally, by adding neural modules to an
already functional artificial
nervous system. In the
summer of 1994, a 2D simulation of CAM-Brainusing
over 11000 hand crafted CAstate transition rules was
completed, and initial tests showedthe new system to be
evolvable. By early 1996, a 3D simulation will be
completed.
If the CAM-Brain
Project is successful, it will
revolutionize the field of neural networks and artificial
life, becauseit will provide a powerfulnewtool to evolve
artificial brains with billions of neurons, and at electronic
speeds. The CAM-Brain
Project will thus produce the first
Darwin Machine, i.e. a machine which evolves its own
architecture. The author is confident that in time a new
specialty will be established, based partly on the ideas
behind CAM-Brain.
This specialty is called simply "Brain
Building".
The author and his colleague Felix Gers are about
to port the 2D version of CAM-Brain
to the CAMS.
Hence
in early 1996, it will be possible to evolve neural circuits
with 25,000 neurons (or 100,000 neurons, with 16 Mbit
memorychips) at 200 million CAcell updates a second.
As mentionedearlier, the author expects that whenthis
happens, the world will sit up and take notice. Twenty
years from now, the author envisages the brain builder
industry (i.e. intelligent robots etc.) as being one of the
world’s top industries, comparablewith oil, automobile,
and construction. He sees an analogy betweenthe efforts
of the very early rocket pioneers (e.g. the American
Goddard, and the German (V2) yon Braun) and the
NASAmission to the moon which followed. Today’s
100,000-neuronartificial brain is just the beginning of
what is to come. With adiabatic (heat generationless)
reversible quantumcomputation, it will be possible to
build 3D hardware circuits that do not melt. Hencesize
becomes no obstacle, which means that one could use
planetoid size asteroids to build huge 3D brain like
computers containing ten to power 40 components with
one bit per atom. Hencelate into the 21st century, the
author predicts that humanbeings will be confronted with
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Fig. 9 2D CAM-Brain Early

Growth
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Fig. 10 2D CAM-Brain Completed Growth
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Fig. U 2D CAM-Brain Neural Signaling
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I2 3D CAM-Brain Non-Synaptic
Growth
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Fig.

13 2D CAM-Bryo
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Fig.

15 2D CAM-Brain on MIT’s "CAM-8"
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the "artilect" (artificial intellect) with a brain vastly
superior to the humanbrain with its pitiful trillion
neurons. The issue of "species dominance"will dominate
global politics late next century. The middle term
prospects of brain building are exciting, but long term they
ate terrifying. The author has written an essay on this
question (de Garis 1995). If you would like to be sent
copy, just emaii him at degaris@hip.atr.co.jp (The author
will set up his home page on the web in 1996, after
makingthe effort to learn html).
Finally, by wayof a postscript - as the author was
preparing the final draft, there were 6 people at ATR
working on CAM-Brain(the author (3D CArules),
his colleague Felix Gets (porting 2D to CAM-8),the
author’s Japanese colleague Hemmiand his programmer
assistant Yoshikawa(translating CArules to Boolean
expressions), and two M. Sc. students from Nara Institute
of Science and Technology(NAIST). At NIT, there were
3-4 people from the Content Addressable Memory
machine group who were finding ways to apply their
machine to CAM-Brain.So, things are certainly hotting
up.
(Note added, April 1996) - Fig. 15 shows about
800 artificial
neurons with their axons and dendrites
grown using the CAM-8machine with 128 Mega words
of 16 bits. This figure is taken from an 8 square meter
poster containing 100,000 neurons. In a year, this number
will probably be a million. Felix Gers thinks he can port
the 3D version to the CAM-&
The 3D rules are almost
complete and numberover 160,000, i.e. nearly 4 million
with (24) rotations.
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